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We will determine the effect of dissipation and nonunit quantum efficiency on the oscillations in
the photon-number distribution for squeezed states. These oscillations are evidence of interference
in phase space and thus our results show the effect of dissipation on such interference effects. Our
method, based on the Q function, enables a direct comparison of the quantum and classical phase-
space descriptions.
In a recent interesting paper' Schleich and Wheeler
showed that oscillations in the photon number distribu-
tion for squeezed states of light could be explained as a
quantum interference effect in phase space. This explana-
tion clearly illustrates the quantum-mechanical nature of
squeezed states. Squeezed light has now been produced
in a number of laboratories and a direct experimental
verification of the photon number distribution oscilla-
tions should be possible. In the light of the explanation
in Ref. 1 this would be a clear demonstration of interfer-
ence in phase space. While the concept of phase-space
interference is extremely useful in understanding the pho-
ton number oscillations, it is a concept of much wider ap-
plicability. It may, for example, be useful in explaining
the suppression of chaos in nonlinear quantum systems. '
In this context phase-space interference prevents the ac-
tion diffusion typical of classically chaotic systems.
In this paper we show how dissipation suppresses
phase-space interference leading to a restoration of classi-
cal effects. Our approach to phase-space interference
generalizes the more familiar notion of configuration
space interference and provides a convenient point of
contrast between quantum and classical descriptions.
The result we obtain may be used to determine the ability
of nonunit-quantum-e5ciency photoelectron detectors to
resolve the photon number distribution oscillations of
squeezed light identified by Schleich and Wheeler.
To elucidate the concept of interference in phase space,
we will proceed a little differently from Ref. 1. Our dis-
cussion will be in terms of the Q function of quantum op-
tics. We begin by recalling the familiar concept of in-
terference in configuration space. As is well known the
probability distribution for arbitrarily accurate position
measurements is determined as the modulus square of a
probability amplitude 4(x ). If detection of a particle at
point x can be attributed to two mutually exclusive
events (for example the detection of a photon at point x
on the screen in the two slit experiment may be attributed
to a photon arriving from slit one or slit two) the proba-
bility amplitude is the sum of the amplitudes for detec-
tion at each event considered separately. When the
The probability amplitude P (qa, p) not only depends on
the system state but also depends on the particular pro-
cedure used to measure the position and momentum.
The subscript 6 is meant to designate a particular pro-
cedure. One can define a class of "least disturbing" mea-
surements for which the amplitude is
where
I
a ) is a Glauber coherent state and
1/2
q= (a+a*),
1/2
(a —a*),
modulus square is taken the total probability is not sim-
ply the sum of the probabilities for each event but con-
tains an additional interference term. As pointed out by
Feynman, in quantum mechanics the classical rules of
probability are applied at the level of the amplitude not
the probability distribution itself.
We now consider the possibility of a phase-space
description of a quantum system. In classical mechanics
the state of a system at any time is given by the simul-
taneous specification of the position and momentum
(q,p ) at that time. More generally the classical state of a
system is specified by a joint phase-space probability den-
sity P(q, p). Thus, to provide a phase-space description
of a system we must consider simultaneous measurements
of position and momentum. The statistics for such mea-
surements may also be determined within a quantum
description, however the uncertainty principle will place
restrictions on the class of joint distributions that result.
Such a description has been given by a number of au-
thors. s s For a system in state
I
tft) the distribution
Pts(q, p ) is determined by a probability amplitude
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and where co is an arbitrary parameter which for mea-
surements on a harmonic oscillator may be taken as the
oscillator frequency. Just as the probability distributions
for the class of "best" position measurements is deter-
mined by an amplitude P(x ) so the probability distribu-
tion for "best" simultaneous measurement of position
and momentum is determined by the amplitude P(p, q ).
The distribution which results from this class of measure-
ments is known in quantum optics as the Q function and
more generally is an example of the Husimi distribution.
In this paper we are primarily concerned with the pho-
ton number distribution P(n ). The well-known
correspondence between field modes and harmonic oscil-
lators enables one to view P(n ) equivalently as the proba-
bility distribution for arbitrarily accurate energy mea-
surements made on a harmonic oscillator, that is, P(n ) is
the probability to obtain the result E„=Ace( n + —,' ).
Given the classical state of a system as the joint density
P(q,p ) how does one determine the energy distribution
P(E )? One easily verifies that this is given by
p2 2P(E)= f dq dp 5 E +— q' P(q,p) .2 2 (4)
In terms of the complex variable a this may be written
E d a
Is there a quantum analogue of Eq. (5)? The answer is
yes and it may be obtained as follows. The probability
P(n ) is determined by the modulus square of the ampli-
tude (n P), where I f) is the state of the system, and
I
n ) is the energy eigenstate with energy E„.Using the
completeness relation for Glauber coherent states:
Thus the probability distribution for accurate energy
measurements is determined by P(q, p) and the condi-
tional density
2 2
5 E— + q2 2
As an example we will consider the photon number dis-
tribution for the squeezed state
I po, r) with po=7 and
r = 1.52. This is the case considered by Schleich and
Wheeler. ' The modulus of each of the functions appear-
ing as products in the integrand of Eq. (6) are in this case
n
I(n Ia) I = —e (8)
1&a IPO r & I
=(n coshr ) ' exp
I
a —Po I
~
2
tanhr
4
+(a' —po )' (9)
Explicit expressions for A„and P„will be found in Ref.
l. In Fig. 2(d) the photon number distribution for this
example is plotted as a function of n. The oscillations for
n )49 are clearly evident. We thus see that the use of the
Q-function amplitudes leads directly to the area of over-
lap interpretation of Schleich and Wheeler.
If the state of the system is given more generally by a
The function
I
( n
I
a ) I, for n large, is peaked at
I
a
I
=n, with a relative width that tends to zero as n be-
comes very large, while
I ( a I Po, r ) I is a Gaussian cen-
tered at a=po. The integral in Eq. (6) will only be
nonzero where there is significant overlap between these
two functions. In Fig. 1 we have indicated schematically
the contours of each of these functions for a particular
value of n. Clearly for n larger than
I po I there are two
regions of overlap. Wheeler and Schleich have shown,
using an asymptotic analysis' that these two regions con-
tribute to the integral, the same amplitude but opposite
phases, that is
(n
I po, r) = A„e "+A„e
Thus
P(n ) =43„cosP„.
CXf Ia&&aI =I,
one may write this amplitude as
&n Ip)= f &n a)&aIl() . (6)
'Im
Equation (6) has the following interpretation: ( a I g ) is
the probability amplitude for the simultaneous measure-
ment of position and momentum while (n
I
a) is the
"conditional amplitude" for the result E„ThusEq. (6) is.
the quantum generalization of Eq. (5). Once again we
see Feynrnan's rule in action, the generalization of the
classical result is carried out at the level of the corre-
sponding probability amplitudes. The energy distribution
is then given by
P(n)= f f &n I a&&pIn)&a I q&&pI p) . (7)
FIG. 1. Schematic indication of the contours of the two func-
tions defined in Eqs. (8) and (9), plotted against the real and
imaginary parts of a.
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FIG. 2. Plot of P(m v, p) s m for the squeezed state r ' =, —. an v
p= .8, (b) @=0.92, (c) @=0.96 (d) p= 1.0.
e
~
Pp ) with Pa 7 r= 1 52 d ary&ng values of quant ffi 'um e ciency p; (a)
density operator p Eq. (7) takes the form
( )
da dP
.
& i &&pi && imp& (10)
' '
y onsider a harmonic oscillator weak-For simplicit we c
'
y coupled to a zero-temperature heat bath. The
tion'
ci a or t en obeys the master equa-
Equation (7) [or (10)] clearly illustrates the conce t of
n er erence on phase s ace
artses due to the product, ( a
~
g & (f I p & of th
or e i erent phase s ace
by the off-dia on
en y, p ase-space inter&p
'
erference is determined
e - iag nal elements of the system densit
tor in the coherent state b
e y opera-
e above discussion suggests that an r
d t ' ' ' t}1 ffd'ize e o -diagonal matrix elements of the
su
ensity operator in the coherent state b 'll 1
ppression of interference effects in phase s ace.
asis wi ead to a
wn at a inearly dam ed harm
goes just suc a dia onaliz
'
er e e ect of dissipation on the hase-s
terference discussed here.
e p -space in-
GP 1
0,p ~+ (2a pa —a ap —Pa a )(p 7
where Po is the free oscillator Hamiltonian and a a a
number distribution at' n any time, t. The result is
n
P(m, p)= g P(n, 1) p (1—p"
n =m
m
(12)
where p=e r'. Using Eq. (10) to write P(n, 1 as a
phase-space integral we find
p( ) d cx / d P
QQ
&& ~p(0)
~
p& y &m ~a&(p~m & p" 1—
d cc 12p
I p(0) IP&& I &p&&P&p ~ (13)
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We see that the off-diagonal contribution is suppressed by
the factor (P
~
ct ) ' ". This suppression factor is identical
to that obtained in the destruction of coherence in a mac-
roscopic superposition state. ' For short times (yt &&1)
the modulus of the suppression factor is
exp — /a —P/yt 22
indicating that the rate of decay of off-diagonal elements
is proportional to the squared separation of the corre-
sponding points in phase space. Thus interference arising
from widely separated phase-space points is rapidly des-
troyed.
Equation (12) may also be interpreted as the photon
number distribution as measured by a detector with
quantum efficiency p. " This suggests that the observa-
tion of the oscillations in the photon number distribution
may be difficult in practice. In Figs. 2(a) —2(d) we have
plotted P(n, p) for the squeezed state
~
13o, r ) with Po=7
and r=1.52 and various values of p. We see that the
effect of dissipation or detection with nonunit quantum
efficiency is to wash out the oscillations in the tail of the
photon number distribution. A similar result may be in-
ferred from the recent work of Agarwal and Adam' and
also in the work of Voudras and Wiener. ' The results
suggest that these oscillations will be difficult to observe.
However, at IM =0.96, a high but not impossible quantum
efficiency, there is still some evidence of phase-space in-
terference effects.
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